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Reaper user guide

Full Version: REAPER User's Guide malcolmj04-24-2006, 06:27 REAPER documentation is now available on Cockos Wiki: Leumas04-24-2006, 07:29 AMThe REAPER Installation Guide has a guidance guide and is aimed at new users instead. Content is currently limited, but is updated regularly in all 3 releases. Please leave comments,
corrections or suggestions on this topic. Cheers, Malcolm. Hey online version looks good. A comment, it's not really a mistake but we removed some of the mnumbers by car on the installation page, but not all. With V0.947? A note, mute and solo buttons can be displayed as icons as well as M and S ... um I noticed all of them now,
otherwise fantastic good job Art Evans04-24-2006, 07:35 AMHere keep some comments to get or leave. I hope you can see what I mean, don't take turn reading. Excellent things in the general guidelines, a great contribution to the project if I can be as bold as I say it. = Real -ten. You do not have another application that uses file names
with the .rpp extension. Uninstall Reaper If you are having problems with the Reaper and therefore thinking about installing it, check the rest of this guide to make sure that there is nothing in the installations and preferences to help solve the problem. Thank you for giving me a try though you just don't like it. Clicking and dragging the Time
Bar allows you to define a Loop.loop or selection [or loop selection] - I just think it should be said from the beginning that the loop is more to emphasize than this. The Timeline is divided vertically by Parts. Horizontally, right? The Mute and Solo buttons in the list of controls can also be identified by M and S (adjustable in options) - or not...
Click this button to Arm/Disable the recording function. Just add it to the track to make the challenge open so you don't talk about the move record button. Displays the Output Level of the part (in dB) or the input level when recording. Third mode Auto.Maybe briefly automatically explain what is actually. The following options can be used
by right-clicking on an empty part of the Myxer Control Panel: Here is not a reliable method - maybe we recommend something special, such as the title of the Master part. Click this button to Stop Playing ... To stop closing the record or save Automation Off (default) - all Automation is not completely correct is skips - see the full text of the
option. Media Explorer image out of date (does not show top options) It's going to take a little expansion to identify them. = He should go to bed. Maybe more tomorrow. The dedication shown here is extraordinary and the vibe around the Reaper seems typical. I can't wait for the advanced version as I enjoy reading and keep stumbling
between really amazing features! Great things Malcolm Cheers Jed malcolmj04-24-2006, 04:00 PMOne review, not really a mistake but on the installation page removed some of the screenshots version mnumbers by car, but not all. With V0.947? Opps Yes, I was trying to make this page as generally as possible, given the constant
changes in build numbers. I thought I had it all. ;) I will update all these screenshots for v1.0. A note, mute and solo buttons can be displayed as icons as well as M and S ... Yes, preferences, which are high on the priority list, will be discussed when I write chapters. Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj04-24-2006, 04:43 PMHi Art, If you are having
problems with Reaper and therefore you are thinking of removing it, check with the rest of this guide to make sure that installations and preferences will help fix the problem with nothing. Thank you for giving me a try though you just don't like it. I want to soften the Uninstallation joke for you. :) Loop or choice [or loop selection] - I just think
it should be said from the beginning that the cycle is more to emphasize than this. In fact, it is difficult to say from the beginning that there are more such features without further explanation in the Manual. Details in this feature will be discussed in editing, but will take some time to complete. Horizontally, isn't it, well-spotted? Thanks. The
Mute and Solo buttons in the list of controls can also be identified by M and S (adjustable in options) - or not... This will be discussed in the Preferences section. Just add it to the track to make the challenge open so you don't talk about the move record button. Ok. or entry level when recording. True. We're going to do it. Maybe
automatically explain briefly what you're actually doing. This will be discussed in the extended Recording section. Here it is not a reliable method - maybe we recommend something special, such as the title of the Master track. This function was removed from the Myxer Control Panel parts for the 947. It should work again in '948. ... to stop
playing or recording. Not entirely correct - see the full text of the option. Automation in REAPER is being reviewed, so these descriptions and screenshots will change soon. The Picture of Media Explorer is out of date (it does not show the options at the top) and needs some expansion to explain them. Really? This screenshot was taken in
947. What are the options Thank you art for your comments. We will soon update online and PDF versions. Cheers, Malcolm. petramar04-24-2006, 04:50 PMMalcolm, praise for crystal clear installation guide! I look forward to REAPER's regulation guidance, which will show their editing power equally brilliantly. Thank you for doing such a
special job. We are talking about the power of REAPER... Scott R. (Ronnie? Roderick?) Garrigus apparently found his way to the reaper, too; I wonder how long it will take to deliver Reaper 1 POWER! to the bookstores of the :) Art Evans04-24-2006, 04:55 PMRe media explorer - here, just below the standard Windows top row displaying
the title of the Media Explorer window, there is a menu of Media Explorer and Options, which have submens for Add the current folder to the shortcut list and Close, and double-clicking an item adds new track and show all files and show them in the main window at the Main Dock Art Evans04-24-2006, 06:42 PMSeed .... The Input Input
interval section allows you to choose which ASIO entry you want to use as the first entry and which ASIO entry you want to use as the last entry. ] Am I right in thinking that if you restrict the range of reaper's access, you should be able to access the rest with another app at the same time? If so, it may be worth saying that this guide is the
purpose of this facility, unless such sharing is a very complex concept. You can filter a filter list by entering a filter word (for example, VST to display only VST add-ins) in the Filter list field. At this point, it may be more convenient to use vsti (or vsti) as an example. Things about midi redirection should perhaps come first in things about
recording vsti, and the vsti record link should perhaps be on the general UI description page instead of the referral page. Click the Save button to arm the track for recording. Just refer to the previous money by right-clicking, maybe left click on the Record button .... Here. Item boxes are drawn to the Part/s you saved. Empty item boxes....
Or something, maybe. No wave shape for humans, what's wrong? We can ask. NOTE: When you're ready to stop recording, you can also exit Recording mode by clicking the Record button. In this case, all files are automatically saved and added to the Project. Heh, I've learned something! That's all there is to it. malcolmj04-24-2006,
11:10 PMRe media explorer - here, just below the standard Windows top line displaying the title of the Media Explorer window, there is a menu of Media Explorer and Options, which have submeniuts for Add the current folder to the shortcut list and Close, and double-click an item adds new track and show all files in the main window in
the Main Dock Hello Art, screenshot is docked Media Explorer. These options are only available in Media Fixed. I will update this section with options and undocked a shot. Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans04-24-2006, 11:13 PMAh! That explains it. I club double monitors here so I never see the clamped layout. bensommerfeld04-25-2006,
12:23 AMHi, I just wanted to say thank you very much Malcolm! This guide will definitely help many incoming users there. Regards, I RokkD04-25-2006, 08:16 AMPerfect business Malcolm, this will be extremely useful for many. I think we must remember that the Reaper will appeal to all walks of life, backgrounds and nationalities, men,
women, young people, the elderly, beginners and professionals. So I think a short removal procedure will take turn. Well done... :) sam egma04-25-2006, 09:41 Reaper Installation Guide AMInstalling Ben Reaper recommended html file is saved, but IE get an inaccessible message on this Page. Is there a trick to configuring the scanner so
that it can recognize and open the Setup Guide? I'd really like to include it under the help issues if possible. Thanks. malcolmj04-25-2006, 12:19 PMThis so I think a short removal procedure will take turn. Web and PDF versions now have an installation decay guide. I also made a revised CHM but Justin hasn't updated the linked version
yet. :) malcolmj04-25-2006, 12:22 PMFrom Installation Guide Reaper saved html file as I proposed Reaper, but IE get an inaccessible message on this Page. Is there a trick to configuring the scanner so that it can recognize and open the Setup Guide? I'd really like to include it under the help issues if possible. Thanks. If you want to use
the Setup Guide in REAPER, you must download the CHM version and copy it to the C:\Program Files\REAPER\ directory, then you can access it in reaper by selecting Help &gt; Documentation &gt; REAPER_Setup_Guide. sam egma04-25-2006, 12:56 PMWell, I did as you suggested, but still the page shows IE as canceling action, the
page is not viewable. Perhaps my browser needs to be restructured? Do you have any suggestions on how? Not Biggie... But it would be nice to have it accessible. malcolmj04-25-2006, 03:09 PMWell, I did as you suggested, but still the page shows IE as action canceled, the page is not viewable. Perhaps my browser needs to be
restructured? IE should not be opened at all when using a CHM file. Any chance you can send a screenshot here? sam egma04-26-2006, 07:14 AMHere a screenshot. When I try to open the Setup Guide, the first screen is the usual Windows Do you want to open this file What if I say yes Leumas04-26-2006, if you want to use the Setup
Guide in 07:43 REAPER you need to download the CHM version and copy it to the C:\Program Files\REAPER\ directory, then you can access it in the REAPER REAPER_Setup_Guide Help &gt; Documentation &gt; Editing. Works well for me, big business once again Malcolm malcolmj04-26-2006, 03:24 PMHere one Shot. The first
screen when I try to open the Installation Guide is the usual Windows Do you want to open this file Second I yes Hello Sam, what do you get when I say thank you for Screenshot. I can only think of two things that could cause you the trouble you're having. 1. You cannot run CHM files from a network drive. That doesn't seem to be the
reason for your case. I can't really tell from the screenshot but I guess you are running the CHM file from a local drive. 2. A Windows security update has stopped chm files running on your system. The following Windows security patch may have stopped chm files running on your system: I have never experienced this, but it may be worth
trying the recommended solution to see if this solves the problem for you: Method 1 1. Double-click the chm file. 2. In the Open File Security Alert dialog box, click to clear Always ask before opening this file check box. 3. Click Open. Method 2 1. Right-click the CHM file, and then click Properties. 2. Click Unb unbed. 3. Double-click the
.chm file to open the file. I'm sorry, I can't help you anymore. Cheers, Malcolm. Good job, Mr. Malcolm! malcolmj04-27-2006, 04:54 AMHi all, big update of help files tonight. All now include Keyboard Shorcuts in searchable, printable form. Several other updates, including extended Media Explorer help and various hotfixes. The updated
CHM will soon be available in the link at the top of this topic, but if you need it you can grab it from the link below / want it earlier: 1.03MB - now REAPER is bigger than itself! Cheers, Malcolm. sam egma04-27-2006, 07:03 AMYep, Malcolm, right click, UNBLOCK cheat tried. Thanks. I downloaded the new and improved version this
morning and works/looks great! malcolmj04-27-2006, 03:03 PMYep, Malcolm, right click, UNBLOCK cheat tried. Thanks. That's great. :) I'm glad it's working now. malcolmj04-30-2006, 09:29 PMHi all, Help files updated today: + Added Workspace topic on items + Added section on Base Item editing commands + Revised Record subject
Updates are available in the usual links. The revised CHM 1,139KB will be available here until Justin has a chance to update . Cheers, Malcolm. petramar05-04-2006, 04:20 AMHelp files updated today: We are lucky for Malcolm, around. Art Evans05-04-2006, 06:08 AMYup, really better things. The usual weird comments .... just thoughts
- until you decide their benefits, of course. In the selected section, should anything be said about not being selected? Split - between lowercase s and uppercase S Sign value? Loop an item - is it worth specifying that the loop box must first mark it in item properties? shows how to create a loop from part of the item (copy cycle of the Seçili
öğeler field). Dim/output - how to set the connected audio line to the word value dimmed and out? Item volume - not only independent of part volume, but also independent of fading terminal volume.... it's too confusing, or confusing to explain because you need an explanation?! Click Return to normal to raise the highest peak level in the
item to 0dB.Or... To raise the item unit control so that the highest peak level in the item is 0dB, click the Normal up button. This fooled me at first - this does not function anything in any way to normal and only the element uses voice control. malcolmj05-04-2006, 03:44 PMHi Sanat, thank you for the feedback. Split - value that marks the
difference between lowercase s and uppercase S? Yes. I will review this to highlight the fact that a large S. Loop is an element - is it worth mentioning that the first item properties in the loop box should be marked? It is worth showing how to loop from part of an item (copy cycle of the Selected items field). The loop box is marked as the
default. I will cover loop editing in more detail in the Advanced Editing section. Dim/output - how to set the connected audio line to the word value dimmed and out? Yes, I should have included this in Fade In/Fade Out. I'll add it to that section. There should be more updates over the weekend. Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans05-04-2006, 05:09
PMEvet. I'm going to review this to highlight the fact that it's a big S. In the context you mentioned - the cursor is also simply split - I think it should be a small s - as I am partly referring to, as it is an S. that will cause a pair of divisions in the choice of loops that currently exist. (Or confused again?!). Cheers! malcolmj05-05-2006, 05:08
AMIn in the context you mentioned - the cursor is simple split - I think it should be a small s - which is partly why I have at the moment s a S. (Or confused again?!). Cheers! Hello Art, after further research, it appears that it does not matter if this is a small s or a large S in the context I mentioned. Shift+S is used for alternative Split options,
not for the standard Split function. I got a capital letter from Justin's list. ;) Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans05-05-2006, 05:20 AMThe key statement is in the context I mentioned - but FWIW, if I have a loop selection in place and a cursor located outside it, the large S loop selection will be divided and the small s cursor will also be divided,
something else touched between writing two esses. And if there is no loop selection, the large S is not divided in the cursor. malcolmj05-05-2006, 05:33 AMMuhtemelen The phrase is in the context I mentioned - but FWIW, if I have a loop selection in place and a cursor located outside it, the large S loop selection will be divided and the
small s cursor will also be divided, something else touched between writing two esses. Yes, as expected. From Keyboard Shortcuts: S - Cut items in Cursor Shift+S - Split items in loop selection Ctrl+Shift+S - Split items in cursor (ignore grouping) Alt+Shift+S - Split items in the game cursor and if there is no loop selection, the large S is
not split in the cursor. I can't do this again here. If you don't have a loop set and The Big S doesn't divide anything, do you have a selected Item anywhere? Art Evans05-05-2006, 06:15 PMHeh, I suspect this semantic comes down! For me, in this context a capital S means a shift/s - I think it means an S with a caps lock when I look at a
big s? I can expect all keyboard shortcuts to work with small characters, and the lock status of the covers will not matter, but the use of shift key will be important. If I see S in a help file, I will tend to think that shift/s will imply that instead of capslock/s, especially where s and S (= shift/s) do different things. I suspect I'm unique in that
perception, so I'm going to shut up! malcolmj05-08-2006, 06:09 AMHi all, Help files updated tonight. + Updates to the Registration, MIDI, and Editing sections + New Topics for Project Settings Links to all files at the top of this thread. Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans05-08-2006, 06:51 AMEven better things - cheers! It seems to me that there
are not many programs at this stage of their development - or even later - documented in such detail - and the fact that Malcolm is trying so successfully to hit a moving target increases the impressiveness of success! sinkmusic05-08-2006, 02:51 PMi has some todo list/FR edited on cokocs wiki with some requests ... Leumas05-13-2006,
01:28 PMbu would be possible to be a version of the Reaper that comes with the latest version of the guide for those who are lucky enough to us (you don't need it with Reaper) Just a suggestion, otherwise excellent malcom good work sinkmusic05-13-2006, 01:40 PM0 keep this would be possible for us to be a reaper version that comes
with the latest version of the guide for those who are lucky enough (you don't need it with Reaper) Just a suggestion, otherwise excellent malcom good job Yes, keep a good idea. Some tips from the forum may also have been collected and included? (Jsut is an idea ...) malcolmj05-13-2006, 03:33 PMEvet, good idea. Some tips from the
forum may also have been collected and included? (Jsut is an idea ...) At the end of some kind of s, it's probably wiki or this is created The Installation Guide will be with REAPER at some stage, but for the moment Justin wants to keep the program download lean and average. :) The website version is lower initial bandwidth, but you have
to go online to access it. sinkmusic05-13-2006, 04:35 PMadded again a few minutes ago some small FR. I'm the only one who did it... Doesn't any one have any ideas for improvement? No one wants to send them away? Am I the only model who doesn't know how to use the Reaper??? Art Evans05-13-2006, 04:46 PM I am not the one
using a wiki .... Did you ask for loop recording and paste insertion? Both have already been provided. fluffy05-13-2006, 08:38 PMI wiki sent a couple of things. But it just seems easier here to send them away. I think anyone can react to bandy ideas, etc petramar05-13-2006, 08:43 PM I am not a wiki-using person ..... Not even a sticky
wiki, Art? sinkmusic05-14-2006, 04:35 PM I'm still doing Wiki growth ... Small requests, big requests, psychics, urgent ones or gadget stuff ... Christophe05-15-2006, 02:00 AMI is still doing wiki growth ... Small requests, big requests, psychics, urgent ones or gadget stuff ... Thanks for updating! Actually look at this list a lot to keep track of
what needs to be done ... -Christophe sinkmusic05-19-2006, 02:18 PMHey Christophe ! Sorry, I don't remember the developers belonging to the team! (French lover, ça sonne pas comme administrateur, ou développeur ;) ) I always have an idea or a suggestion to update. Mainly in 2 categories : 1 missing features and 2-ne Reaper can
use faster (less mouseclicks) and make a better interface; Additions are almost every day (Reaper makes me want to make music), and I recommend topics for everyone to make their own additions ... à + PS : si il y a des français ds la team, pourrait-on espérer une traduction, ou un manuel en français ?? Christophe05-19-2006, 07:16
PMPS : si il y a des français ds la team, pourrait-on espérer une traduction, ou un manuel en français ?? Tres sureness ... Mais déjà, aurait besoin d'un vrai manuel en anglais :) -Christophe sinkmusic05-20-2006, 03:54 AMHello I went to add/delete some things on the Wiki (e.g. CPU performance request, v0,954 added) and I saw a
comment about a FR I wrote a few days ago. # MEDIA EXPLORER : Once a file is selected, it can be useful to make an 'autoplay' stop. ♪ Eh? The Media Explorer window has a stop button, as well as a check box to disable autoplay. That's not what I wanted. So, I don't ask for autoplay, but for autostop : I listened to the first second of a
file and checked if it was a good file, and get it Even REaper stop (a smart stop feature would be nice if you had to automatically stop playing the file after dragging/dropped inside your project, without having to hit both words ...) I ask for media preview, let's go to another : It takes a long time (some of which start with silence), it would be
quite nice to have a cursor to move forward (navigation) in the file for preview (for example, just to play at the end). Not useful for short loops or examples of a shot, but in the end it is good for longer than if only one part will be different from the others ... (Else is quicker to get all the files and then delete unwanted, but it's a bit ridiculous to
upload a file just to check if you have to get rid of it ! ;)) Christophe05-20-2006, 04:12 AMNe have the gratitude that a file listened to in the first second, and we checked that this is a good file, and I want to get it in your project, you dragged REaper once/ fell within the project, even stopping (it would be nice if you could automatically stop
the file without having to hit a smart stop feature...) two words Ahh now I see, good spot. Me and Justin will finally add that the media explorer can add a search bar. -Christophe sinkmusic05-20-2006, 04:17... and still has 4 major requests for later versions (I know, I have to be patient, but what I ask here is to show priority FR, compared
to requests for minor improvements) : 1 - add a paste feature (or, at least, for the first time, an option to add silence in the project, before copying/pasting). 2- Midi pattern cloning (or at least the first time, a save option in the midi editor) 3-midi loop recording, 4- midi CC/automation editing to program; ... Mmh.. Not always being the
dissatisfied man who claims new features and improvements, I need to say something very positive : Reaper stable. This development is fast and strikes a nice balance between daring to put new features in every week and keeping them simple, stable and efficient. Good job! Art Evans05-20-2006, 05:12 AM1 - add a paste feature (or, at



least, for the first time, an option to add silence to the project, before copying/pasting). Already there - both items. To add to a single part - there is ripple editing, divide the clip you want to add at the insertion point (no need to add to a space) and insert it. To add to all parts, you have all parts of the same routine but ripple editing and
divide all the way down. Add thirst - mark the position and size of the silence to be added using loop selection highlight, right-click, add free space in the selection. sinkmusic05-20-2006, 06:22 AMThanks Art, I understand why you are a helpdesk! I never got into that surge arrangement ... (I didn't really have the idea to use it, I didn't see it
use for my work ... But becomes more prominent.) ; Even here already, you have to do various manipulations to reach (busy/disabled surge, etc... and not the same fluctuation depending on a few parts or just one. Acid is not bad, it is not perfect, as I used to make a fast [ctrl+alt+V] to do this without even knowing if ripple editing. So
perhaps this can still be a suggestion, to make it clearer in the edit menu, copy/paste in the same category, paste the name under a type add, paste special... (and also a keyboard shortcut). And, I'm talking keyboard shortcut : I can't get used to selecting a field of various track clips, to reach some kind of rectangular selection tool that is
not really open [ctrl + bottom + right click]... Is there any way to have an icon for such a tool? Art Evans05-20-2006, 07:40 AMIt is the main feature of the Reaper. A window, a tool. But many here think that the normal windows rule for multiple selections (crtl/drag) will be more natural than the current system. Regarding adding/pasting, I
understand what you're saying, but maybe if you're trying sensibly to add/paste, then would you probably already be working with surge editing most of the time already? But there are so many scenarios, it's not wise for me to guess. Maybe a keyboard shortcut for rippleing would be nice, or a modifier like Premiere Pro key or keys.
sinkmusic05-20-2006, 08:15 AMYes, I understand that reaper is no tool, I can understand why, and I am not good at this. So far. I have been using the Reaper for a few weeks now and having such a useful tool (or a very fast way to do it) annoys me: we actually believe that the app is here to help the musician. Therefore, it should be
quick and easy to find to perform the most common operations. When I have a song, and I want to change its structure (adding clips that I would like to repeat, for example), when the idea comes to mind, I want the application to be as transparent as possible and not check if something is busy (here : fluctuations), then remembering
whether i have to hit [maj] or [bottom] or something else ... (Some shortcuts quickly remember Tom, you have to hit 3 keys together, it's harder) and if you don't remember opening help ... So, in this way, it is not an attitude, but a deficiency, not such a useful tool (or a quick and easy way to achieve the same conclusion). If Justin doesn't
want any tools, then it should still be possible to add paste in the edit menu, right? This is not much, and the user will only have to hit an icon to do a transaction that he has to do 4 or 5 manipulations before ... and without making mistakes (oups ! i forgot to unengage the ripple again!) Riple in edit mode I tried working once, but I couldn't
get used to it, and it made me Error. malcolmj05-25-2006, 05:24 AMHi all, a major update to the Help files was released today. All Preferences are now documented and a stack of other things. A lot of things. Next up, ReaRoute. :) Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans05-25-2006, 05:37 AMIt is no longer 993kb, it's 1.7MB's! No small task! fluffy05-
25-2006, 06:54 AmExcellent business, Malcom! alex zonder05-25-2006, 07:28 AMMalcolm, thanks and praise again - on behalf of every REAPER user! sinkmusic05-27-2006, 06:15 AMMany very fast Dude, Jesusonic, lord I am glad to see efx organization things, and also a better GUI (this is spoken of the match to measure quickly) on
Monday, Tuesday... Don't you sometimes rest at night? I will sell my Sony Acid in ebay now midi DAW reaper means I expect some business May: wow ! These neeeeeeeds to rule more midi forever!! :) malcolmj05-28-2006, 05:01 AmThanks boys. Now I have to find a way to slow Justin down so I can catch up with him. ;) synth05-29-
2006, 09:21 AMMalcolm, v0.958 you need to update and blur the rest of the screenshots Version Numbers, still there are a lot (and use a more powerful blur) :) You also need to add some screenshots to 0.958 new MCU features. Some pics of hardware will be very good. malcolmj05-31-2006, 04:44 AMSmall update for all Help files
today. Updates, corrections, and pdf files are reformatted so that they are less awful. malcolmj06-07-2006, 06:04 AMSmall update today. - Updated Preferences information 960 to reflect new features - Updated Setup information to show new options Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj06-14-2006, 06:10 Updated again today. Reaper UI and
installation have been added to various changes, plus importing NINJAM sessions to a new topic. malcolmj06-17-2006, 06:25 PMS RMX VSTi procedure for routing multiple outputs added. alex zonder06-17-2006, 06:30 PMMalcolm, you are priceless. Thank you for these updates. malcolmj06-17-2006, 06:33 PmDeskler Alex. I'm trying to
chase a moving target. One step at a time. :) pipelineaudio06-17-2006, 7:35 a.m. PMawesome malcolm!!! Do you have a lot of conversations at home? well I was confused thinking that this INSTALLATION Guide was installation notes we missed there, but then I just recently got a peak ... It's a gosh fucking help file, why do we snobby
people say that's why we know right away? :) malcolmj06-18-2006, 12:04 Updated Again. Added multiple output routing procedures from FL Studio VSTi. Mmmmmm, FL Studio :) fluffy06-18-2006, 09:20 Where are you hiding, Malcom? Your insight is really unanswered! You squeezed you to death with our off-the-sound chatter? :)
malcolmj06-22-2006, 06:55 AMUpdated again. Fl Studio is waiting to rewrite the removed procedure for multi-out VSTi. Stylus RMX re-output to use multiple outputs and procedure updated: updated: Included is a revised description of Track Channels and Output routing for plugins that support multiple outputs. This update is brought to
you by staying until today in caffeine pipelineaudio06-22-2006, 07:14 AMthis update, letter C caffeine ahhh reaper guide malcolmj06-26-2006, 06:06 AMUpdates: - REAPER User Manual changed name. - Reinstall subject. alex zonder07-01-2006, 05:14 PMMalcolm, just try to think of this with every update (part) business does an
anachronism - in this forum all will be dead and gone, one of your grandchildren will say to his child: you know, your grandfather was the first man in the world to write a REAPER guide; Yes, I love to use a lot of software to record CDs that you love so much! (I doubt only if CDs will still be around then ... :)) malcolmj07-02-2006, 06:52
AMne we will all be dead and gone on this forum, one of your grandchildren will say to his child: you know, your grandfather was the first man in the world to write a REAPER guide; Yes, I love to use a lot of software to record CDs that you love so much! You know, it's a scary thought in so many ways... And whatever he told you, they're
not my children! :eek: ;) malcolmj07-02-2006, 07:04 AMHi all, Updates today: - Updated Keyboard Shortcuts - Re-Media Explorer topic - Re-Installation section - Added SSS topic about reaper connecting to the Internet - Added a new topic about Redirect Matrix redirection: Taking blue pills, the story ends here, wake up and believe
whatever you want to believe. Take the red pill, stay in Wonderland, and I'll show you how deep the rabbit hole is going to go. Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans07-02-2006, 04:02 PMThe Matrix - this is a handy section to have documented. Here, the selected elements in the matrix are white - there's probably a color setting somewhere that will
provide the items you're painting but I can't detect one in the color preferences - or will anything else control it? malcolmj07-02-2006, 09:38 PMHere, matrix selected items are white - probably we've illustrated this somewhere but there's a color setting to ensure that color preferences can't dot one - or nothing else? Hello Art, the color of
the Orientation Matrix frames depends on what theme you choose, so look at active links as full instead of saying a specific color. If you see them as white, it's probably to say you're using the default REAPER colors. On the Options &gt; Preferences &gt; II View page, set colors for the main window and follow the panels: Use background
I'm using what I call the alternate default that's turned on by selecting. Justin talked about using these settings as reaper default, but it hasn't happened yet. Ideally I should use the default REAPER colors, but the default background color punches a hole in my eye babies ... ;) Cheers, Malcolm. Art Evans07-03-2006, 12:01 AMThanks -
actually a little more digging here counts bg box revealed. You set this to white, you get what I get. But I totally understand that you may not want what I have! All these colors are another cross to carry the really tired documentary thing! :) malcolmj07-09-2006, 02:46 AMUpdates today: - Added Floating Windows topic - MIDI Editor topic
added (placeholder) - Fx chain topic added - Rewrote/ updated Workspace section - REAPER updated on topic - Add-ons section Cheers, added using Malcolm. alex zonder07-09-2006, 04:57 AMThe guide continues its speed ... Viva Malcolm! bobsled07-09-2006, 09:03 AM Everyone is having a problem getting to open the .chm file? It
downloads as 4.8mb, hmmmm ... fluffy07-09-2006, 10:13 a.m. did you put it in the main Reaper folder? I think he's supposed to be there. bobsled07-09-2006, 10:26 Amit, did you put it in the main Reaper folder? I think he's supposed to be there. No luck in or out of the Reaper main folder... But it could just be the machine I use here at
work. I'll try again when I get home. fluffy07-09-2006, 11:08 AMI will only be checked and, yes, the main Reaper directory will be placed. malcolmj07-09-2006, 12:45 PM Everyone has to get a problem to open the .chm file? It downloads as 4.8mb, hmmmm ... What error message should you receive? In the Microsoft knowledge base
article in this link, try method 1: bobsled07-09-2006, 02:42 PMTry method 1 This link is available in the Microsoft knowledgebase article: So ... I'm going home, I'm downloading the .chm, and I'm open. I go to the reaper forum folks (again) I'm an idiot but instead say run through the link above which exactly what is described in the at-work
machine. So now I just know that my machine doesn't have this really stupid behavior but why can't she read .chm I can tell that beautiful lady on the KVR forum. above and beyond, as they say ... fluffy07-09-2006, 02:44 PMGood resolved itself for your satisfaction to hear. :) alex zonder07-09-2006, 03:11 PMMalcolm, since there will
probably be many more updates to the manual: why not give them version numbers (or some kind of dates), so users can easily check if it is really valid manual? It's just an idea. malcolmj07-09-2006, 04:35 PMHi Alex, The easiest way to check if the latest version is to check my last post-update date on this topic. FWIW included the
release date at the bottom of its page about this guide in each edition - for example, v09072006 is. Regarding this, the concepts in Help should remain relatively constant between versions, even if the GUI and some applications change. Malcolm, there will probably be many, many more updates since manual will have much more
updates! alex zonder07-09-2006, 05:02 PMI each edition also add the release date at the bottom of the page about this guide OK, sorry I missed. I've done many, many, many :) JackShack07-19-2006, 10:45 AMI was looking for this with almost all updates, I have previously downloaded small video tutorials from Pipeline and all reaper
go'n I can use all help I can get. I've been playing with this app long enough, I should be able to use it, but it's happening so fast that it's so hard to keep your hands on the wheel, never mind where the place is going. This is Stuff dat Young! he continues. Thanx again will leave a light for a We Or .... Hello, Big update of help files tonight.
All now include Keyboard Shorcuts in searchable, printable form. Several other updates, including extended Media Explorer help and various hotfixes. The updated CHM will soon be available in the link at the top of this topic, but if you need it you can grab it from the link below / want it earlier: 1.03MB - now REAPER is bigger than itself!
Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj07-29-2006, 03:58 AMHi all, Reaper User Manual updates for today: - Recording Modes topic added - Topic Added - Updated Keyboard Shortcuts Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj07-30-2006, 01:22 AMUpdates today: - Updated Installation topic to include new layout and features - Fully Basic Record subject
hopefully Basic Record subject hopefully Cheers, malcolm has re-written that will make more sense for people who have never used REAPER before. Art Evans07-30-2006, 04:28 AMCan can't control at the moment, Malcolm, due to studio re-edition (and the result of which is redundant customer duties!) but forward probably learning
something and admiring everything before long! Hi, I'm one of the few blind musicians trying to reaper as an accessible multitracker. For years blind musicians have been using only other multitracker Cakewalk Sonar, but reaper recordings sound, me, Sonar'S more pro-quality, easily equal to Cubase, or Logic. Thank you for .pdf lock your
great documents, file files so they can't be accessed with screen reading software, and provide the .chm guide that can be read inside or outside the Reaper. I hope this is not the wrong place to send a request for a small attachment to Reaper keyboard shortcuts. Navigating the Reaper is much easier for the visually impaired using the
arrow keys. THERE is an option in preferences spacebar, enter and arrow keys for playback or navigation. It would be such a blessing to have a keyboard hotkey for the arrow key group to switch navigation or playback mode. Any function or letter key that is not currently in use would be good. If this is not the right place to submit requests
for Reaper additions, please excuse my inexperience with the forum. Zim pipelineaudio08-05-2006, 09:48 AMHi Zim and welcome to the ship! Im sure someone malcolmj08-20-2006, 01:06 AMUpdates will come up with a good solution for switching arrow function today: - Completely re-wrote all REAPER Preferences section - Added
Additional Help topic - If you read only part of the Updated Keyboard Shortcuts Guide, make reaper preferences section. There are many useful functions and features hidden in Preferences. :) Cheers, Malcolm. Backup Frequently, NOW This update is introduced to you with the backup expression C0000218 {Registry File Failure}
Registry cannot load the hive (file). Art Evans08-20-2006, 05:37 AMI bet took some work! With the exception of Prefs, the list of other area keyboard shortcuts worth working very well also reveals the scope of the program, and a few things you may not know is there. Malcolm- You're definitely doing a big job! Do you know how bad it is
that most reaper shortcuts don't work in Europe? I wish this could be fixed soon! Cheers M malcolmj08-20-2006, 12:54 PMMalcolm - Emin we are doing a great job! Do you know how bad it is that most reaper shortcuts don't work in Europe? I wish this could be fixed soon! Cheers M Hi Martin, I feel pain - my most used Keyboard Shortcut
Sub + Shift + S, we would be remapped for a flash X if we had special Keyboard Shortcuts. :) I know Justin's on the to-do list, but I have no idea the time frame for this feature. By the way, I'm using Art's auxiliary services. Cheers, Malcolm. Justin08-20-2006, 05:29 PM feel pain - my most used Keyboard Shortcut Alt + Shift + S, we would
be remapped for a flash X if we had custom Keyboard Shortcuts. :) I think this will be 1.1, Christophe :) This would be great to itch to do! :):) fluffy08-22-2006, 07:51 AMI I think this will be 1.1, Christophe :) Woohoo is itching to make! Great news, really! That was my number one request from the beginning. :D malcolmj08-27-2006, 03:43
AMUpdates today: - ChM file name changed User_Manual those who want to change it. - Re-Establishing Audio topics. - Re-wrote about the establishment of MIDI. - Project Defaults Preferences information updated as Justin continues to add useful features. Cheers, Malcolm. Just tried to download the latest version of the guide. I replied
'yes' to the beautiful program asking 'on top of the existing file?' '404' he came back and he's taken my manual. -you know -you know Fix this? Good, please !!!! EDIT: You renamed it (it tells you to read your previous message properly). Although there is a download link, it is working to download the old file that needs to be modified.
malcolmj08-27-2006, 12:28 PMJust tried to download the latest version of the guide. I replied 'yes' to the beautiful program asking 'on top of the existing file?' The '404' response came back and he had my manual taken down. Can someone fix this? Good, please !!!! EDIT: You renamed it (it tells you to read your previous message
properly). Although there is a download link, it is working to download the old file that needs to be modified. Hi dhj, not sure what's going on here, I just tried connecting to CHM which worked well for me. Maybe your browser cached the link to the old file? Try forcing regeneration in your browser, and then try the connection again. Cheers,
Malcolm. Justin08-27-2006, 12:35 PM Fixed the link just a few hours ago, Malcolm, after reading this, so probably why ... used only for /REAPER_User_Guide.chm connection instead of /User_Guide.chm. -J malcolmj08-27-2006, 12:41 PM fixed the connection just a few hours ago, malcolm, after reading this, so probably why ... used only
for /REAPER_User_Guide.chm connection instead of /User_Guide.chm. -J Ah DOH. I thought he was referring to the link at the top of this topic. :o Thank you, Justin. :) Thank you for the answers for the kids. I managed to figure it out but still thanks for the connection change. bardo09-06-2006, 02:53 PMOk, prob is a stupid
question:When I open the manual link I tried to save the reaper (for help menu) but it is saved as an HTTP page with nothing on it. So I tried to save it as text, also go. When I opened the manual link I tried to save the reaper (for help menu) but it was saved as an HTTP page with nothing on it, I tried to save the stupid malcolmj09-06-2006,
06:29 PMOk, probe. What connection? It sounds like you are trying to download the online version, instead of CHM ... bardo09-07-2006, 08:50 AM What connection? It sounds like you are trying to download the online version, instead of CHM ... The topic is a right under malcolmj09-07-2006, 01:24 PMThe is under a right thread trying to
download the Online Guide in this case. To download the CHM file, go to this link: save it to the REAPER directory on your machine. Cheers, Malcolm. bardo09-07-2006, 02:21 PMMuch thanks 0 sir had! RedStone09-13-2006, 09:03 PMwoa I am using a really old version of manual very much love for the updated manual! malcolmj09-23-
2006, 02:05 UPDATES today: - Updated license information - Added Preferences Keyboard Shortcuts topic - All updated Preferences screenshots - Preferences Audio Playback topic - Updated Preferences View topic - Updated Preferences View Color Theme topic - Updated Preferences Edit Editing topic - Updated Preferences Plugins
topic - Updated Preferences Plugins VST topic - Added Preferences Plugins Visualization topic (not much information at the moment) - Updated Preferences Control Surfaces topic (still a lot of information here) - Added very basic information about ReaRoute - Removed old Keyboard Shortcut topic Cheers, Malcolm. sinkmusic09-23-2006,
02:52 AMgreat ! Thank you Malcolm (and, BTW, glad to see the Akoustic theme on the first page, this definitely gives REaper much more singleness and identity). billybk109-23-2006, 03:41 (and, BTW, glad to see the Akoustic theme on the first page, this definitely gives REaper a lot more singleness and identity). Yes, I agree! The old
general Windows 95-looking GUI was good while REAPER was still in beta, but now it can really be done on its own unique character with user customization. I've been fascinated by some user reaper GUI's recently customized look. Thanks for Malcolm in the REAPER user manual, it really is the top notch! Cheers, Billy Buck
malcolmj09-23-2006, 03:28 PMYeah, Akoustic's theme is my new :) malcolmj10-01-2006, 04:10 AMUpdates today: - ReWire added wait for this to be updated within the next week as the subject gets reaper added. Cheers, Malcolm. Roner10-02-2006, 03:50 PMHi! The Im kind is new here, so you have to thank for the excellent work om
guide! Really how rewire helped me get multiple exits. So now that I'm a happy man, you enjoy more REAPERexperience every day! Good job, thank you! Roner malcolmj10-03-2006, 12:45 AMGlad hear, Roner. :) malcolmj11-22-2006, 05:17 UPDATES today: - Updated Installation pages - Re-updated using VSTi topics - Updated / MIDI
setup pages re-written - Other minor updates sinkmusic11-22-2006, 07:05 AMfine !thank malcolm fluffy11-22-2006, 04:46 PMThanks, as always, Malcom! malcolmj11-23-2006, 05:55 AMUpdates today: - main Workspace re-written topic - Docker topic Cheers, Malcolm added. malcolmj11-27-2006, 06:28 AMUpdates today: -Updated
ReaRoute topic, adding sample using ReaRoute with AudioMulch. Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj12-10-2006, 05:23 PMUpdates today - - Updated Docker Topic - Added Menus topic - Added File menu topic - Add Options menu topic - Insert Options menu topic - Add Menu topic - Added Help menu topic - Each menu topic of menu topics is a
table list, default Keyboard Shortcut (if any) and Menu Item function. Some of the image links in the online version are currently corrupted, but PDF and CHM are complete. The online version should be fixed in the next few days. Cheers, Malcolm. in malcolmj12-12-2006, 04:18 AmSome Online, image links are currently broken, but PDF
and CHM are complete. The Online must be constant in the next few days. The online version has now been fixed. Hooray. teej81312-13-2006, 02:32 PMNice business, Malcolm. I had been a while since a new version of DL'd. You've been so busy! tj politcat12-14-2006, 01:20 synth01-11-2007, 03:47 AmAny updates of the guide? We
need a good description of all options in ReaTune to use more efficiently as an Audio-to-MIDI converter. Malcolmj01-11-2007, 06:45 AmAny updates in your guide? We need a good description of all options in ReaTune to use more efficiently as an Audio-to-MIDI converter. I'm currently working on MIDI Editor topics. I won't be able to write
anything about ReaTune until Justin and Christophe are finished. I am sad. malcolmj01-16-2007, 06:14 AMUpdates today - - Rewrote Project Settings Subject - Re-Project Settings - Settings - Subject - Project Settings Rewrote - Audio - Subject - Added first MIDI Editor / MIDI Channels topic - Quantization Grid conversion scheme
Cheers, Malcolm added. teej81301-16-2007, 10:25 Excellent. Thank you, Malcolm. Your efforts are appreciated! tj Kihoalu01-16-2007, 10:46 AMYes - and the new version of Reaper that appears on the top page: Version 1.666 ... (you may not want to change this even if the grid is updated) Is there also an installable update? malcolmj01-
16-2007, 10:48 PMIs a downloadable update is also available? Not an update - just the full file. Either PDF or CHM. Cheers, Malcolm. malcolmj01-27-2007, 11:05 PMMajor update today: - moved midi editor topic to main topic level - new Grid Topic created - Grid Topic existing Quantization content moved - Note Creation and Editing topic
added (large) - Quantization topic added - Control Channel added (CC) Editing topic - MIDI Editor Menus topic added - MIDI Channels topic added - MIDI Controls Topic Cheers, Malcolm added. sinkmusic01-28-2007, 03:46 AmOnce again : Malcolm thank you ! Fred_gaou12-15-2007, 10:57 Could French beginners be waiting for a
French guide? Or a tutorial? PS: c'est qui qui s'y colle? Je débute dance le cheap home studio, je nage dans la semoule. vBulletin® v3.8.11, Copyright ©2000-2020, vBulletin Solutions Inc. Inc.
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